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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social Security Earnings Limits ClimbSocial Security beneficiaries who continue to work will be able to earn $600 more in 2022 before part of their Social Security benefit is temporarily withheld. Social Security recipients who are younger than their full retirement age can earn up to $19,560 in 2022 before a benefit dollar is withheld for every $2 earned above the limit. In the year you turn your full retirement age, the Social Security earnings limit climbs to $51,960, up $1,440 from 2021, and the penalty declines to $1 withheld for every $3 in excess earnings.Once you turn your full retirement age, there is no penalty for working and collecting Social Security benefits at the same time, and your benefit is recalculated to give you credit for your continued earnings and any benefits that were withheld in the past. "There is no limit on earnings for workers who are full retirement age or older for the entire year," How Does Social Security Know?You might wonder how the Social Security Administration keeps track of your work and your earnings. The answer: It doesn't. It's your responsibility to report how much you've made."The biggest thing to remember if you are working is to notify the Social Security Administration if you're going to earn wages in excess of the earnings threshold," says Matt Ahrens, an associate financial advisor at Integrity Advisory Group.Otherwise, he notes, "They will not be notified of your earnings until you file your taxes the following year. And if you were receiving excess benefits, you can be fined, forced to pay back the excess, or receive lower future benefits."The new Social Security statements provide personalized estimates of your future Social Security benefit at nine different potential claiming ages, as opposed to three ages on the previous statements. Your Social Security statement also contains information about your earnings history, taxes paid, Medicare eligibility and disability and survivor's benefits.To Get More https://money.usnews.com/money/retirement/social-security/slideshows/ways-to-increase-your-social-security-payments?slide=10Boost your payout – sign up later, work longer and at a higher salary, collect spousal payments if marriedWork 35+ years to eliminate zeros and cancel out lower earning yearsEarn more up to $147kWork until FRA The full retirement age is 66 for those born between 1943 and 1954. The full retirement age then gradually increases in two-month increments from 66 and two months for those born in 1955 to 66 and 10 months among those with a birth year of 1959. Age 67 is the full retirement age for everyone born in 1960 or later.Delay claiming to 70Claim spousal benefits Claim based on their own work record or up to 50% of the higher earner's benefit, whichever is higher. The lower-earning or nonworking spouse needs to sign up for spousal payments at his or her full retirement age in order to get a 50% spousal payment. The spousal payment percentage is reduced for those who start benefits before full retirement age. If you were married for at least 10 years, you may also be able to claim Social Security benefits based on an ex-spouse's work record. To claim a spousal benefit, the low earner must wait until the later of (1) reaching age 62 or (2) the month in which the high earner claims his own-record benefit.WHAT IF HIGH EARNER TAKES EARLY https://articles.opensocialsecurity.com/spousal-benefit-calculation/Include family If you qualify for Social Security retirement or disability benefits and have dependent children under age 19, such as a biological child, stepchild or adopted child, you may be able to secure additional Social Security payments for them worth up to one half of your full retirement benefit to certain annual limits. Qualifying children generally must be under age 18 and unmarried, full-time high school students up to age 19 or severely disabled before age 22. A spouse who is caring for a dependent child under age 16 may qualify for additional payments. However, there is a limit on how much family members can receive that is generally 150% to 180% of the parent's full benefit amount.Don’t earn too much in retirement If you sign up for Social Security before your full retirement age and continue to work, part of your Social Security benefit could be temporarily withheld. Social Security beneficiaries under full retirement age who earn more than $19,560 in 2022 will have $1 withheld for every $2 they earn above the limit. The year you turn your full retirement age, the earnings limit jumps to $51,960 and the penalty decreases to $1 withheld for every $3 earned above the limit. Once you turn your full retirement age, you can work and collect Social Security payments at the same time without penalty, and your Social Security benefit will be recalculated to give you credit for any benefit payments that were withheld in the past and your continued earnings.Minimize SS taxes You might have to pay taxes on part of your Social Security income in retirement. If the sum of your adjusted gross income, nontaxable interest and half of your Social Security benefit is more than $25,000 for individuals and $32,000 for couples, up to 50% of your Social Security benefit could be taxable. If these income sources top $34,000 ($44,000 for couples), income tax could be due on as much as 85% of your Social Security benefit. These tax thresholds are not adjusted for inflation each year.Maximize survivors benefits When one member of a married couple passes away, the widow or widower may be eligible for survivor's payments. The surviving spouse can inherit the deceased spouse's benefit payment if it's more than his or her current benefit. For example, if a husband gets $2,000 per month from Social Security and his wife receives $1,500 per month, the wife would be paid $2,000 per month after her husband dies because her husband's payments were higher than hers. Retirees can boost the amount the surviving spouse will receive by delaying claiming Social Security up until age 70.Make sure your work counts
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Building Upon Successes …

Early Career Middle to Late 
Career

Phasing Into 
Retirement
and Beyond

THROUGHOUT LIFE
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Early Career… What’s On Their Minds?

Illustration Source: Unsplash
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On the Path to Financial Independence

WHAT’S 
IMPORTANT?

Career 
Capital?

Savings

Credit?

Protection?

Year-to-Year 
Market 

Returns?

Government 
Policies?

Timing?

Luck?

Other People’s 
Behaviors?

Early 
Environment?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning for retirement can be overwhelming as individuals navigate various factors over which there are varying levels of control. There are factors that are out of their control, like market returns and the future of tax policy, legislative and regulatory reforms, and factors over which they have some control, like longevity and how long they work. The best way to achieve a secure retirement is to develop a comprehensive retirement plan and to focus on the factors that can be controlled: maximizing savings, understanding and managing spending and being well diversified from an investment and tax perspective. 
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What Matters AND Can Be Controlled?
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College Planning

Illustration Source: Unsplash
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Automate Savings and Investing

Do not save what is left after spending, but spend what is left after saving.
- Warren Buffett, CEO of Berkshire Hathaway

Illustration Source: Unsplash

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What Is Pay Yourself First?"Pay yourself first" is an investor mentality and phrase popular in personal finance and retirement-planning literature that means automatically routing a specified savings contribution from each paycheck at the time it is received.Because the savings contributions are automatically routed from each paycheck to your savings or investment account, you are "paying yourself first." In other words, paying yourself before you begin paying your monthly living expenses and making discretionary purchases.KEY TAKEAWAYS"Pay yourself first" is a personal finance strategy of increased and consistent savings and investment while also promoting frugality.The goal is to make sure that enough income is first saved or invested before monthly expenses or discretionary purchases are made.Data from the federal reserve shows that most Americans do not have enough money saved, either for retirement or for near-term emergencies.The Basics of Pay Yourself FirstMany personal finance professionals and retirement planners tout the "pay yourself first" plan as a very effective way to ensure you continue making your chosen savings contributions month after month.This suggestion hinges on the fact that It removes the temptation to skip a contribution and spend the funds on expenses other than savings. Regular savings contributions can go a long way toward building a long-term nest egg, and some financial professionals even go so far as to call "pay yourself first" the golden rule of personal finance.If you are using the "pay yourself first" method of personal finance, you may opt to put your money in a range of savings vehicles, depending on your financial objectives. The phrase can refer to earmarking a certain percentage of your paycheck to be contributed to your retirement accounts, such as a 401(k) or an IRA.Alternatively, you may put the funds in a cash savings account. "Paying yourself first" simply involves building up a retirement account, creating an emergency fund, or saving for other long-term goals, such as buying a house. Financial advisors recommend measures such as downsizing to reduce bills to free up some money for savings.Do Americans Use Pay Yourself First as a Financial Strategy?Research on savings indicates that a relatively small percentage of Americans follow the "pay yourself first" adage. In fact, the Federal Reserve reports that in 2019 (the most recent figures available) less than 40% of Americans could not cover a $400 emergency in cash.1The advantage of "paying yourself first" out of your paycheck is that you build up a nest egg to secure your future, and create a cushion for financial emergencies such as your car breaking down or unexpected medical expenses. Without savings, many people report experiencing a large amount of stress. However, many people claim that they simply do not earn enough money to save and fear that if they start saving, they may not have enough money to cover their bills.Special ConsiderationsIt's also important to know that money set aside for retirement, especially in a Roth IRA, is accessible if needed. Fear of having no money in emergencies is no reason to refuse to benefit from tax-advantaged retirement savings plans.Paying yourself first is a budgeting strategy that suggests individuals should contribute to a retirement account, emergency fund, savings account, or other savings vehicle before spending their paycheck on anything else.The pay yourself first method is a pretty simple concept to understand, but actually applying it to your own finances can become a little more complex. To help our Minters put this plan into practice, we’re breaking it down step-by-step and revealing some of the advantages and drawbacks of paying yourself first.If you already have a solid grasp on the topic, use the links below to navigate throughout the post, or read all the way through for the full picture.What does it mean to pay yourself first?Advantages of the pay yourself first methodDrawbacks of the pay yourself first methodHow to Pay Yourself First1. Evaluate your monthly income + expenses2. Identify your savings goals + commit3. Review + reevaluateWrapping UpWhat does it mean to pay yourself first?Pay yourself first definition: The pay yourself first method, also known as reverse budgeting, is a savings strategy that says individuals should save a portion of their paycheck before spending any other money on bills, groceries, or discretionary items.How much should you save?The amount saved is typically predetermined as part of a larger savings goal, and is often funneled into retirement funds and/or savings accounts.How do you pay yourself first?Many financial experts and individual consumers who subscribe to this method choose to have funds automatically redirected into their elected savings account(s). For example, if you want to put $200 of every paycheck toward your 401k, you could set up an automatic contribution rather than physically transfer funds each pay period. For many savvy savers, this makes it easier to commit to a monthly goal, because the amount never actually reaches your checking account, but is rather allocated directly toward your savings.Note: There are several options you can employ to make the pay yourself first strategy work for your finances. If you prefer to make the transfers on your own instead of automatically, that’s totally okay! This budgeting style is really all about consistency — contributing a set amount each month to your retirement plan or savings account can really pay off over time.Advantages of the pay yourself first methodLike any financial decision you’ll make in your lifetime, you’ll want to consider the pros and cons of subscribing to the pay yourself first philosophy.The primary benefit of setting aside savings first is building the amount you have saved over time. This strategy forces you to live within, or below your means — so long as you don’t start swiping your credit card recklessly instead.Here are a few other potential benefits you could reap if you employ the pay yourself first strategy:Achieve savings goals: You can save up for big purchases, like a home, car, or dream vacation. Or, put your hard-earned dollars toward an emergency fund, personal savings, or retirement.Grow your money: Contributing to accounts that earn compound interest allows your money to continue growing the longer you leave it untouched.Save on taxes: Many retirement funds and other savings options are considered “tax-advantaged.” This means that your dollars may be exempted from tax, or in the case of IRAs and 401ks, tax-deferred; so you’ll pay taxes later on when you make a withdrawal.Drawbacks of the pay yourself first methodIn addition to the positive aspects, a pay yourself first budget may offer, there are some potential drawbacks that could ensue under certain circumstances. Put simply, the strategy simply does not work for everyone. As you learn about the pay yourself first method, consider how it fits into the context of your personal finances.Here are a few examples where paying yourself first may not work to your benefit:Underbudgeting: Without following careful money management advice, you may find yourself scraping for change to make ends meet.What to do: Before you commit to a monthly savings goal, use a budgeting calculator to determine how much money you can reasonably afford to save each month.Accruing more debt: Because interest compounds over time, waiting to pay off a credit card or a student loan, for example, means that you’ll pay more interest the longer there is an outstanding balance.What to do: While prioritizing your savings can help you boost the balance in your savings account, it may be worth paying down debt first.As you consider the various strategies you can use to build your savings, remember to take a close look at the potential pros and cons you may encounter. There are plenty of saving styles you can leverage, so don’t count yourself out if this one isn’t the best fit for you.For more help creating a budget and savings plan that meets your needs, check out how Mint can help!How to Pay Yourself FirstNow that you know what it means to pay yourself first, and have had a moment to consider the potential benefits and drawbacks, let’s take a look at how this strategy actually plays out, step-by-step.1. Evaluate your monthly income + expenses Before you decide on the amount you want to save each month, take a look at both your fixed and variable expenses.What are fixed expenses?Your fixed expenses are those costs that stay consistent month over month, like your rent or mortgage payments, student loan bill, and health insurance, for example. What are variable expenses?Your variable expenses, on the other hand, aren’t always the same amount each time, and sometimes you don’t incur them at all. Entertainment costs, vehicle maintenance, and groceries are all examples of variable costs, and so, their price tag may vary from one month to the next — just do your best to estimate these.Calculate your discretionary income:Once you can project your monthly expenses, subtract the amount from your monthly income to see what’s leftover. Depending on your savings and greater financial goals, you can tweak some of your spending to free up more cash.  2. Identify your savings goals + commitNow that you have a better understanding of your income and expenses, you can set some savings goals!If you’re not sure where to start, consider the 50/30/20 rule.The rule says…50% of your budget should go toward essential expenses such as housing, food, utilities, and minimum debt payments30% should be reserved for wants and lifestyle expenses20% should be funneled into your savings and any extra debt paymentsIf you don’t want to crunch the numbers on your own, try out our 50/30/20 calculator and we’ll do the heavy lifting for you!What are the options for building your savings?In addition to setting forth a savings target, you’ll also want to think about where you want your reserved cash to live, and hopefully, grow. If you want to save up for retirement, a 401k or an IRA might make sense, whereas traditional savings accounts might work better for those wanting to save up funds for a shorter length of time.3. Review + reevaluate Whether you’re using the pay yourself first method or another savings strategy, it’s important to remember that your budget should never be static. As life changes, your finances follow. A better salary or a reduction in your living expenses could present more opportunities to save, while a pay cut or recently incurred expense could have the opposite effect.To keep your budget optimized and up to date, take the time to review and reevaluate it on a regular basis, and when significant changes arise. Wrapping UpThe pay yourself first budgeting style can be a favorable way to boost the balance in your savings account,  retirement fund, or other savings goal. However, budgeters should reflect on their unique financial situation to assess whether this strategy suits them. In most circumstances, it would be in your best interest to pay down debt before you start making monthly contributions to your savings.If you subscribe to the pay yourself first philosophy, follow these three steps:Evaluate your monthly income + expenses Identify your savings goals + commitReview + reevaluateNeed some extra guidance to find the right budget for your lifestyle? Mint gives you a data-driven perspective, helps you launch and track savings objectives, and empowers you to actualize your greater financial goals.WrittenPay Yourself First: Reverse Budgeting ExplainedThe pay-yourself-first budget prioritizes using your income toward savings goals like retirement before living expenses.Lauren SchwahnFeb 20, 2019Many or all of the products featured here are from our partners who compensate us. This may influence which products we write about and where and how the product appears on a page. However, this does not influence our evaluations. Our opinions are our own. Here is a list of our partners and here's how we make money.Most budgets are built around your expenses. But the pay-yourself-first method flips that approach on its head.What does it mean to pay yourself first?'Pay yourself first' is a reverse budgeting strategy where you build your spending plan around savings goals, such as retirement, instead of focusing on fixed and variable expenses. This prioritizes savings, but not at the expense of necessary expenses like housing, utilities and insurance.How pay yourself first budgeting worksUse these steps to set up your own reverse budget.Step 1: Assess your spendingTo make this budget successful, you’ll have to prepare. Rachel Podnos, a certified financial planner in Washington, D.C, recommends reviewing your typical spending by pulling up your bank and credit card statements.“Do the math and start conservative,” Podnos says. “You can always increase [your savings contributions] later. You don’t want to risk an overdraft or bounced check or something like that.”Want a free budget worksheet?Use the Nerds’ 50/30/20 budget worksheet to see how your budget stacks up, and spot opportunities to save money.DOWNLOAD FOR FREEStep 2: Determine how much to pay yourselfPinpoint a realistic amount using the 50/30/20 approach. This method allocates 20% of your monthly income to savings and debt repayment, 50% to necessities and 30% to wants. With a $3,400 monthly income, for example, you’d reserve no more than $680 for savings and debt repayment, $1,700 for needs and $1,020 for wants.Step 3: Identify your savings goalsMake a list of your short-term and long-term savings goals. Saving for retirement and building an emergency fund should be your first priorities, followed by other goals, like travel, new appliances, or a house.You can contribute a small amount to each goal or pick a couple to focus on first. Decide how much you need to save to reach those goals and how much you can afford to sock away each month, using the 50/30/20 guideline.So let's say your monthly income is $3,400, for example, and each month you want to save $150 for your emergency fund, $200 for retirement and $100 for a new motorcycle. Set aside that $450 first, then use the remaining $2,950 toward other costs, such as rent, groceries, utility bills and loan payments.Note: The 20% toward savings and debt repayment category includes an emergency fund and retirement contributions. Savings goals, such as travel, a wedding or that new motorcycle, would count toward your needs or wants.Step 4: Adjust as neededIdeally, you have enough money coming in to cover your needs, wants and savings goals. But if you find yourself coming up short, look for ways to scale back. That might mean focusing on one savings goal at a time, or finding ways to trim expenses from your needs and wants categories, or all of the above. You can also explore supplementing your income with side gigs.The pros and cons of paying yourself firstProsThe pay-yourself-first budgeting method is low maintenance compared with others, such as zero-based budgeting. It doesn’t require you to categorize every expense or keep a detailed record of your spending.“The pay-yourself-first budgeting method is low maintenance compared with others.”It can also help you focus on the big picture and reduce impulsive purchases. When people save first, they have less money to spend and tend to use the remainder on things they need or value.Automation is a simple way to pay yourself first. Set up contributions from your pre-tax salary to your 401(k), if you have one. And use an app or log onto your bank’s website to arrange automatic transfers from your checking account to your savings account or IRA.ConsPrioritizing savings over other goals might not always be in your best financial interest. For example, if you have toxic debt — such as a high-interest credit card balance — we recommend tackling that before saving up for a vacation or a new car. Podnos suggests classifying your debt payments as savings to help resolve that issue.Ready, set, savePaying yourself first is a great option if you prefer a hands-off budgeting system or don't want to feel as though you’re budgeting at all. Remember to automate your savings for an easier experience.If you need more structure, consider a more involved budgeting method such as the envelope system, which portions out your entire income toward all of your expenses at once.https://www.cnbc.com/select/best-budgeting-apps/https://www.investopedia.com/best-budgeting-apps-5085405
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Save Early and Save Often

Account Growth of $200 invested/saved monthly. The above example is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. 
Compounding refers to the process of earning return on principal plus the return that was earned earlier. Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management, 
Long-Term Capital Market Assumptions and J.P. Morgan Asset Management Guide to Retirement. SFG cannot guarantee projections or that estimates 
will actually be met. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Saving and investing early and consistently over a long time is important to retirement success. This chart compares different retirement outcomes based on various saving and investing behaviors of four people who save the same amount per month but at different times in their lives, for different durations and with different investment choices. Consistent Chloe saves and invests consistently over time and reaches age 65 with more than double the amount of the other savers. Quitter Quincy starts early but stops after 10 years, just as Late Lyla starts saving. Despite saving one third as much as Lyla, the power of long-term compounding on money invested early helps Quincy accumulate almost the same level of wealth at retirement. Nervous Noah saves as much and as often as Chloe, but keeps his savings in cash rather than investing it. As a result, he accumulates about a third of Chloe’s final amount.�
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Avoid Lifestyle Creep

A high income won’t necessarily lower your stress. Taking control of your spending will. -
Rachel Cruze, Financial Author

Model Assumptions include a pre-retirement investment return of 6.0%, a post-retirement investment return of 5.0%, inflation rate of 2.25%, retirement age of 65/62 
for primary earner/spouse respectively, and a 30 year retirement timeframe. The savings rate is the percentage of current household income you should save 
annually going forward if you have $0 saved for retirement at the starting age based on the salary provided. Household income is assumed to be gross income. 
Savings rate assumes you would like to maintain an equivalent lifestyle in retirement. The chart is for illustrative purposes only and must not be relied upon to make 
investment decisions. Source: J.P. Morgan Long-Term Capital Market assumptions via J.P. Morgan Asset Management Guide to Retirement. SFG cannot 
guarantee projections or that estimates will actually be met. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. 

Illustration Source: Unsplash
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Are You On Track?

Account Growth of $5000 invested/saved annually. The above example is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any investment. The 
three largest account values in this example assume a 6.0% annual return and the smallest account value assumes a 2.0% annual return. 
Compounding refers to the process of earning return on principal plus the return that was earned earlier. Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management, 
Long-Term Capital Market Assumptions and J.P. Morgan Asset Management Guide to Retirement. SFG cannot guarantee projections or that 
estimates will actually be met. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.bankrate.com/retirement/retirement-plan-calculator/
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Bucket Your Savings and Asset Allocation
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Use Your Strengths and Creativity
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Your Credit Score

Illustration Source: https://www.myfico.com/credit-education/whats-in-your-credit-score

Your credit report and credit score are two of the most vital aspects of your financial 
health.- Erin Lowry, Personal Financial Expert and Blogger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Repairing Bad Credit���Tackling Education Debt���Good Debt vs. Bad Debt���Your Credit Score
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What’s Important?

Matters
AND

Controllable

Career 
Capital

Savings

Credit

Protection

Timing

Luck

Behavioral
COMPOUNDING

Financial
COMPOUNDING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insure What You Can’t Control�Potential Large RisksInsurance PlanningTerm vs. Whole LifeDisability InsuranceEstate PlanningHealth Care Power of AttorneyGeneral Power of AttorneyBeneficiaries Compounding Career CapitalEducation���Professional Certifications���New Skills���Networks and Relationships���CommunicationNetworking is the number one unwritten rule of success in business. - Sallie Krawcheck, Financial Entrepreneur
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Building Upon Successes …

Early Career Middle to Late 
Career

Phasing Into 
Retirement
and Beyond

THROUGHOUT LIFE

}
WE ARE HERE!
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Reevaluate Asset Allocation and Timeline

A high income won’t necessarily lower your stress. Taking control of your spending will. -
Rachel Cruze, Financial Author
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Simplify and Consolidate

Illustration Source: Unsplash
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Consider Developing a Financial Plan

Assets

Retirement 
Plans

A cash-flow based financial plan takes the puzzle pieces of 
your financial life …
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And Organizes Them
… so that your finances are organized and work together

Financial Plan

Illustration Source: Unsplash

A good financial plan is a road map that shows us exactly how the choices we make 
today affect our future.- Alexa Von Tobel, CEO of LearnVest
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Bill and Susan Client
• Goals?

• Net Worth?

• Cash Reserves Needed/Desired?

• Time Horizon?

• Stage of Life?

• Savings Contributions?

• Income?

• Recurring Expenses, Nonrecurring 
Expenses and One-Time Expenses –
Now and In Retirement?

• Tax Impacts (i.e. asset location, 
unrealized gains, gain/loss 
harvesting) Illustration Source: Unsplash
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am going to assume that most of you are within 5-10 years of retirement or here in support of someone 5-10 years of retirement to be interested in learning about Social Security.So let’s take a quick moment to talk about where or how SS fits into overall retirement planning to level set.As you can imagine there are many, many different decisions to be made relative to Medicare planning, long term care planning, estate planning and tax planning.However, when it comes to retirement planning most people start by thinking about their retirement incomeThis leads them quickly to SS – as the Planning for retirement can be overwhelming as individuals navigate various factors over which there are varying levels of control. There are factors that are out of their control, like market returns and the future of tax policy, legislative and regulatory reforms, and factors over which they have some control, like longevity and how long they work. The best way to achieve a secure retirement is to develop a comprehensive retirement plan and to focus on the factors that can be controlled: maximizing savings, understanding and managing spending and being well diversified from an investment and tax perspective. 
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Base Case Scenario
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Based upon the levels of income and spending in the
Base Case, your portfolio assets will be depleted

at age 84/84.

Cash investments are assumed to grow at 0%.
Assets invested at an assumed 5% annual growth. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

$96,000 in annual pre-tax spending with 3% growth.
$135,000 in combined salaries for 27 years, $51,720 social security at age 67 with 2% growth.

SFG cannot guarantee projections or that estimates will actually be met. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal.
For illustrative purposes only.
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Spending $3,000 Less
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Based upon the levels of income and spending in the
“Spending $3,000 Less” scenario,

your portfolio assets will be depleted at age 94/94.

Cash investments are assumed to grow at 0%.
Assets invested at an assumed 5% annual growth. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

$93,000 in annual pre-tax spending with 3% growth.
$135,000 in combined salaries for 27 years, $51,720 social security at age 67 with 2% growth.

SFG cannot guarantee projections or that estimates will actually be met. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal.
For illustrative purposes only.
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Putting Some Skin in the Game
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Based upon the levels of income and spending in the
“Putting Some Skin in the Game” scenario,

your portfolio assets will last through at least age 100/100.

Cash investments are assumed to grow at 0%.
Assets invested at an assumed 5% annual growth. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

$88,000 in annual pre-tax spending with 3% growth.
$135,000 in combined salaries for 27 years, $51,720 social security at age 67 with 2% growth.

SFG cannot guarantee projections or that estimates will actually be met. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal.
For illustrative purposes only
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Building Upon Successes …

Early Career Middle to Late 
Career

Phasing Into 
Retirement
and Beyond

THROUGHOUT LIFE
}

WE ARE HERE!
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What Matters AND Can Be Controlled?
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Presentation Notes
I am going to assume that most of you are within 5-10 years of retirement or here in support of someone 5-10 years of retirement to be interested in learning about Social Security.So let’s take a quick moment to talk about where or how SS fits into overall retirement planning to level set.As you can imagine there are many, many different decisions to be made relative to Medicare planning, long term care planning, estate planning and tax planning.However, when it comes to retirement planning most people start by thinking about their retirement incomeThis leads them quickly to SS – as the Planning for retirement can be overwhelming as individuals navigate various factors over which there are varying levels of control. There are factors that are out of their control, like market returns and the future of tax policy, legislative and regulatory reforms, and factors over which they have some control, like longevity and how long they work. The best way to achieve a secure retirement is to develop a comprehensive retirement plan and to focus on the factors that can be controlled: maximizing savings, understanding and managing spending and being well diversified from an investment and tax perspective. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Longevity Risk – The risk of your money running out before death.Inflation Risk – The risk of your purchasing power decreasing.Market Risk – The risk of not having money when you need it due to market volatility.Withdrawal Risk – The risk of overspending in your retirement years.Interest Risk – The risk of 
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Presentation Notes
Longevity Risk – The risk of your money running out before death.Inflation Risk – The risk of your purchasing power decreasing.Market Risk – The risk of not having money when you need it due to market volatility.Withdrawal Risk – The risk of overspending in your retirement years.Interest Risk – The risk of Life expectancies in the United States continue to increase as more people are living to older ages. This chart shows the probability that 65-year-old men and women today will reach various ages. For a 65-year-old couple, there is nearly an even chance that one of them will live to age 90 or beyond. Individuals should plan for living well beyond the average – to age 95 or even 100 – especially those in good health and with a family history of longevity. For non-smokers in excellent health, there is almost one in three chance that women will live to age 95 or beyond and one in five chance that men will live to age 95 or beyond.
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Longevity Risk – The risk of your money running out before death.Inflation Risk – The risk of your purchasing power decreasing.Market Risk – The risk of not having money when you need it due to market volatility.Withdrawal Risk – The risk of overspending in your retirement years.Interest Risk – The risk of 
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Stocks are Great – Except for the Red Dots

Source: FactSet, Standard & Poor’s, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.
Returns are based on price index only and do not include dividends. Intra-year drops refers to the largest market drops from a peak to a trough during the year. For illustrative purposes only. Returns shown are calendar year returns from 1980 to 2021, over which time period the average 
annual return was 9.4%. Guide to the Markets – U.S. Data are as of May 5, 2022. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Annual returns and intrayear delcinesLong term investors should not overreact to st volatilityAnnual returns for every year back to 1980Gray bars illustrate where the market ended up for the year.Red dots illustrate the trough or low for the year.While the market finished up at the end of the year 75% (32 out of 40) of the time, to enjoy that you had to endure the red dots without bailing from your strategy.History is on the side of those who do not overreact to market corrections..Time diversification - and return volatilityRange of returns stocks (s&P 500), bonds (bloomberg us agg), blend, 50/50 blend going back to 1950 ranging from 1 year to 20 yearsLarge span of outcomes in a single year 47% or -39%By extending the holding period, the range of possible outcomes becomes more condensed and generally more positive.S&P has never hadThe more time you have and the more diveTime is on your side. *50/50 diversified portfolio has never had a negative year return over a 5, 10, 20 year periodThe more time and more diversified you are the less likelihood of a negatve return and the less volatility likelyDiversification -Risk for investors that try to time the market60/40, 40/60During onset of pandemic, lost 40%, div lost half. 60/40 recovered 6 mos faster than spDiv also recovered fasterAvg investor has not done well 2.9%, significantly worse than all and only modestlly better than inflation and cashLeave emotions out, form a plan and stick with it.
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Longevity Risk – The risk of your money running out before death.Inflation Risk – The risk of your purchasing power decreasing.Market Risk – The risk of not having money when you need it due to market volatility.Withdrawal Risk – The risk of overspending in your retirement years.Interest Risk – The risk of 
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Time, Diversification and Volatility

Source: Barclays, FactSet, Federal Reserve, Robert Shiller, Strategas/Ibbotson, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.
Returns shown are based on calendar year returns from 1950 to 2021. Stocks represent the S&P 500 Shiller Composite and Bonds represent Strategas/Ibbotson for periods from 1950 to 2010 and Barclays Aggregate thereafter. Growth of $100,000 is based on annual average total returns 
from 1950 to 2021.
Guide to the Markets – U.S. Data are as of May 5, 2022. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Annual returns and intrayear delcinesLong term investors should not overreact to st volatilityAnnual returns for every year back to 1980Gray bars illustrate where the market ended up for the year.Red dots illustrate the trough or low for the year.While the market finished up at the end of the year 75% (32 out of 40) of the time, to enjoy that you had to endure the red dots without bailing from your strategy.History is on the side of those who do not overreact to market corrections..Time diversification - and return volatilityRange of returns stocks (s&P 500), bonds (bloomberg us agg), blend, 50/50 blend going back to 1950 ranging from 1 year to 20 yearsLarge span of outcomes in a single year 47% or -39%By extending the holding period, the range of possible outcomes becomes more condensed and generally more positive.S&P has never hadThe more time you have and the more diveTime is on your side. *50/50 diversified portfolio has never had a negative year return over a 5, 10, 20 year periodThe more time and more diversified you are the less likelihood of a negatve return and the less volatility likelyDiversification -Risk for investors that try to time the market60/40, 40/60During onset of pandemic, lost 40%, div lost half. 60/40 recovered 6 mos faster than spDiv also recovered fasterAvg investor has not done well 2.9%, significantly worse than all and only modestlly better than inflation and cashLeave emotions out, form a plan and stick with it.
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Time, Diversification and Volatility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Annual returns and intrayear delcinesLong term investors should not overreact to st volatilityAnnual returns for every year back to 1980Gray bars illustrate where the market ended up for the year.Red dots illustrate the trough or low for the year.While the market finished up at the end of the year 75% (32 out of 40) of the time, to enjoy that you had to endure the red dots without bailing from your strategy.History is on the side of those who do not overreact to market corrections..Time diversification - and return volatilityRange of returns stocks (s&P 500), bonds (bloomberg us agg), blend, 50/50 blend going back to 1950 ranging from 1 year to 20 yearsLarge span of outcomes in a single year 47% or -39%By extending the holding period, the range of possible outcomes becomes more condensed and generally more positive.S&P has never hadThe more time you have and the more diveTime is on your side. *50/50 diversified portfolio has never had a negative year return over a 5, 10, 20 year periodThe more time and more diversified you are the less likelihood of a negatve return and the less volatility likelyDiversification -Risk for investors that try to time the market60/40, 40/60During onset of pandemic, lost 40%, div lost half. 60/40 recovered 6 mos faster than spDiv also recovered fasterAvg investor has not done well 2.9%, significantly worse than all and only modestlly better than inflation and cashLeave emotions out, form a plan and stick with it.
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Longevity Risk – The risk of your money running out before death.Inflation Risk – The risk of your purchasing power decreasing.Market Risk – The risk of not having money when you need it due to market volatility.Withdrawal Risk – The risk of overspending in your retirement years.Interest Risk – The risk of 
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Do You Feel Lucky? 

What Will Be 
Your 

Sequence of 
Returns?

For illustrative purposes only.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Discuss current events: trade wars, president and Fed fighting, 50 year low unemployment, growing wage gap, declining global manufacturing, etc.  2) A lot going on in the world, but comparatively, we’ve been in worse times. Oil embargo, WWI, WWII, Assassinated presidents, civil unrest, Great Depression, double digit inflation and unemployment (late 70s), Global Financial Crisis of 2008. 
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and 
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Behavioral Finance Traps
Social Media can
increase anxiety
and stress.
(Source: Pew Research Center)

Internet
algorithms
promote
confirmation bias
and anxiety.
Anxiety reduces
the brain’s ability
to screen out
distractions
to the detriment of
sound decision-making.
(Source: http://www.jneurosci.org/content/36/11/3322)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anxiety Evokes Hypofrontality and Disrupts Rule-Relevant Encoding by Dorsomedial Prefrontal Cortex Neurons
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Short-Term Emotion & Leaping > Widen Your Options

Confirmation Bias > Reality Test Your Assumptions

Narrow Framing > Attain Distance Before Deciding

Over or Under Confidence > Prepare to Be Wrong

Improved Decision-Making With WRAP 
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Why Plan?
I’m not well. Who will make sure my spouse makes solid decisions and does not run out of money?

I’m confused. Should I accept this early retirement package? I have 45 days to decide.

I’m behind in retirement savings. I beat myself up about it. Will I ever be able to afford to retire?

I’m about to retire to 30 years of inflation, taxes, market ups-and-downs and no paycheck. How do I manage my money 
without messing this up? 

College planning snuck up on us. What should we be thinking about now that he’s in high school?

With rising healthcare costs, I worry about long term care for my parents and myself. How should I plan for that risk?

My child always gets in trouble and needs money. Should I cut her off?

My husband and I disagree on how to handle our retirement savings. We want to involve an independent expert to help 
ensure we’re making the best decisions.

I just received another big, unexpected tax bill. Can I avoid this in the future with better planning?

Increase Likelihood of Reaching Life and Estate Planning Goals
Sleep Better Knowing Spouse/Dependents are Secure

Gain Confidence in Being on Track for Retirement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Retirement to Look Forward to:Mentally SharpPhysically FitFinancially Secure
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am going to assume that most of you are within 5-10 years of retirement or here in support of someone 5-10 years of retirement to be interested in learning about Social Security.So let’s take a quick moment to talk about where or how SS fits into overall retirement planning to level set.As you can imagine there are many, many different decisions to be made relative to Medicare planning, long term care planning, estate planning and tax planning.However, when it comes to retirement planning most people start by thinking about their retirement incomeThis leads them quickly to SS – as the Planning for retirement can be overwhelming as individuals navigate various factors over which there are varying levels of control. There are factors that are out of their control, like market returns and the future of tax policy, legislative and regulatory reforms, and factors over which they have some control, like longevity and how long they work. The best way to achieve a secure retirement is to develop a comprehensive retirement plan and to focus on the factors that can be controlled: maximizing savings, understanding and managing spending and being well diversified from an investment and tax perspective. 
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Presentation Notes
I am going to assume that most of you are within 5-10 years of retirement or here in support of someone 5-10 years of retirement to be interested in learning about Social Security.So let’s take a quick moment to talk about where or how SS fits into overall retirement planning to level set.As you can imagine there are many, many different decisions to be made relative to Medicare planning, long term care planning, estate planning and tax planning.However, when it comes to retirement planning most people start by thinking about their retirement incomeThis leads them quickly to SS – as the Planning for retirement can be overwhelming as individuals navigate various factors over which there are varying levels of control. There are factors that are out of their control, like market returns and the future of tax policy, legislative and regulatory reforms, and factors over which they have some control, like longevity and how long they work. The best way to achieve a secure retirement is to develop a comprehensive retirement plan and to focus on the factors that can be controlled: maximizing savings, understanding and managing spending and being well diversified from an investment and tax perspective. 
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Wealth Advisor | Presenter | Author

Paula McMillan,  CFP®, CPA, PFS, CGMA

• AICPA Personal Financial Specialist (PFS) Credential Committee Member
• Greensboro Estate Planning Council Board Member 
• Society of Financial Service Professionals (SFSP) Board Member
• Society of Financial Service Professionals (SFSP) Foundation Board Chairperson
• NCACPA Triad Women’s Initiatives Group Lead
• Plenteous Financial Forum Chairperson and Founder
• Regularly deliver presentations to national, regional and local audiences on 

financial life planning and investment related topics.

• Published and quoted in CNBC, US News & World 
Report, Kiplinger’s, The AICPA Tax Adviser, AICPA Journal of 
Accountancy, The Business Journal, How Stuff Works and more. 

• TEDx presenter on the topic of Retirement: Longevity and 
Security

• Creator of two national AICPA podcast series on retirement 
planning and women and wealth

• AICPA Advanced Personal Financial Planning Conference 
Committee Investment Committee Lead

Questions?

pmcmillan@stearnsfinancial.com/336.230.1811 (o) 336.337.9507 (m)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social Security Earnings Limits ClimbSocial Security beneficiaries who continue to work will be able to earn $600 more in 2022 before part of their Social Security benefit is temporarily withheld. Social Security recipients who are younger than their full retirement age can earn up to $19,560 in 2022 before a benefit dollar is withheld for every $2 earned above the limit. In the year you turn your full retirement age, the Social Security earnings limit climbs to $51,960, up $1,440 from 2021, and the penalty declines to $1 withheld for every $3 in excess earnings.Once you turn your full retirement age, there is no penalty for working and collecting Social Security benefits at the same time, and your benefit is recalculated to give you credit for your continued earnings and any benefits that were withheld in the past. "There is no limit on earnings for workers who are full retirement age or older for the entire year," How Does Social Security Know?You might wonder how the Social Security Administration keeps track of your work and your earnings. The answer: It doesn't. It's your responsibility to report how much you've made."The biggest thing to remember if you are working is to notify the Social Security Administration if you're going to earn wages in excess of the earnings threshold," says Matt Ahrens, an associate financial advisor at Integrity Advisory Group.Otherwise, he notes, "They will not be notified of your earnings until you file your taxes the following year. And if you were receiving excess benefits, you can be fined, forced to pay back the excess, or receive lower future benefits."The new Social Security statements provide personalized estimates of your future Social Security benefit at nine different potential claiming ages, as opposed to three ages on the previous statements. Your Social Security statement also contains information about your earnings history, taxes paid, Medicare eligibility and disability and survivor's benefits.To Get More https://money.usnews.com/money/retirement/social-security/slideshows/ways-to-increase-your-social-security-payments?slide=10Boost your payout – sign up later, work longer and at a higher salary, collect spousal payments if marriedWork 35+ years to eliminate zeros and cancel out lower earning yearsEarn more up to $147kWork until FRA The full retirement age is 66 for those born between 1943 and 1954. The full retirement age then gradually increases in two-month increments from 66 and two months for those born in 1955 to 66 and 10 months among those with a birth year of 1959. Age 67 is the full retirement age for everyone born in 1960 or later.Delay claiming to 70Claim spousal benefits Claim based on their own work record or up to 50% of the higher earner's benefit, whichever is higher. The lower-earning or nonworking spouse needs to sign up for spousal payments at his or her full retirement age in order to get a 50% spousal payment. The spousal payment percentage is reduced for those who start benefits before full retirement age. If you were married for at least 10 years, you may also be able to claim Social Security benefits based on an ex-spouse's work record. To claim a spousal benefit, the low earner must wait until the later of (1) reaching age 62 or (2) the month in which the high earner claims his own-record benefit.WHAT IF HIGH EARNER TAKES EARLY https://articles.opensocialsecurity.com/spousal-benefit-calculation/Include family If you qualify for Social Security retirement or disability benefits and have dependent children under age 19, such as a biological child, stepchild or adopted child, you may be able to secure additional Social Security payments for them worth up to one half of your full retirement benefit to certain annual limits. Qualifying children generally must be under age 18 and unmarried, full-time high school students up to age 19 or severely disabled before age 22. A spouse who is caring for a dependent child under age 16 may qualify for additional payments. However, there is a limit on how much family members can receive that is generally 150% to 180% of the parent's full benefit amount.Don’t earn too much in retirement If you sign up for Social Security before your full retirement age and continue to work, part of your Social Security benefit could be temporarily withheld. Social Security beneficiaries under full retirement age who earn more than $19,560 in 2022 will have $1 withheld for every $2 they earn above the limit. The year you turn your full retirement age, the earnings limit jumps to $51,960 and the penalty decreases to $1 withheld for every $3 earned above the limit. Once you turn your full retirement age, you can work and collect Social Security payments at the same time without penalty, and your Social Security benefit will be recalculated to give you credit for any benefit payments that were withheld in the past and your continued earnings.Minimize SS taxes You might have to pay taxes on part of your Social Security income in retirement. If the sum of your adjusted gross income, nontaxable interest and half of your Social Security benefit is more than $25,000 for individuals and $32,000 for couples, up to 50% of your Social Security benefit could be taxable. If these income sources top $34,000 ($44,000 for couples), income tax could be due on as much as 85% of your Social Security benefit. These tax thresholds are not adjusted for inflation each year.Maximize survivors benefits When one member of a married couple passes away, the widow or widower may be eligible for survivor's payments. The surviving spouse can inherit the deceased spouse's benefit payment if it's more than his or her current benefit. For example, if a husband gets $2,000 per month from Social Security and his wife receives $1,500 per month, the wife would be paid $2,000 per month after her husband dies because her husband's payments were higher than hers. Retirees can boost the amount the surviving spouse will receive by delaying claiming Social Security up until age 70.Make sure your work counts
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